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Integrative analysis of multi-omics data improves

model predictions: an application to lung cancer

Erica Ponzi1*, Magne Thoresen1, Therese Haugdahl Nøst2 and Kajsa Møllersen2

Abstract

Background: Cancer genomic studies often include data collected from several omics platforms. Each omics

data source contributes to the understanding of the underlying biological process via source specific

(”individual”) patterns of variability. At the same time, statistical associations and potential interactions

among the different data sources can reveal signals from common biological processes that might not be

identified by single source analyses. These common patterns of variability are referred to as ”shared” or

”joint”. To capture both contributions of variance, integrative dimension reduction techniques are needed.

Integrated PCA is a model based generalization of principal components analysis that separates shared and

source specific variance by iteratively estimating covariance structures from a matrix normal distribution. Angle

based JIVE is a matrix factorization method that decomposes joint and individual variation by permutation of

row subspaces. We apply these techniques to identify joint and individual contributions of DNA methylation,

miRNA and mRNA expression collected from blood samples in a lung cancer case control study nested within

the Norwegian Woman and Cancer (NOWAC) cohort study.

Results: In this work, we show how an integrative analysis that preserves both components of variation is more

appropriate than analyses considering uniquely individual or joint components. Our results show how both joint

and individual components contribute to a better quality of model predictions, and facilitate the interpretation

of the underlying biological processes.

Conclusions: When compared to a non integrative analysis of the three omics sources, integrative models that

simultaneously include joint and individual components result in better prediction of cancer status and

metastatic cancer at diagnosis.

Keywords: data integration; dimension reduction; joint and individual variance explained; multi-omics;

prediction models
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1 Background1

Cancer studies benefit from the availability of genomic data, also known as omics.2

The dimensionality of omics data is extremely high, suggesting the application of3
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dimension reduction techniques. Additionally, omics are available across multiple4

sources (or ‘blocks’) of data, collected on the same organisms or tissues, and mea-5

sured on different platforms. A comprehensive understanding of the key underlying6

biological process relies on an integrative approach able to combine the information7

arising from such multi-source data. To this end, a large number of statistical meth-8

ods for the simultaneous analysis of multi-omics data have recently been proposed.9

Multiple reviews of such methods are available, for example in [1–3].10

Data integration techniques are often used to identify ‘joint’ (also referred to as11

‘common’ or ‘shared’) contributions of the data sources to the observed variation,12

and their simultaneous effect on the biological process under study. Such patterns13

of variation arise from the interaction among different omics sources, and may not14

be detected by a separate analysis of each single source. However, the different data15

sources do not only contain the joint information, but also independent contribu-16

tions. The separate analysis of each data source has so far been the most common17

approach used in the omics context, and knowledge about the individual contribu-18

tions of each omics source is relevant to the understanding of the biological processes19

of interest. As a consequence, considering only the joint patterns might also prove20

insufficient, as it overlooks the heterogeneity among single data sources, and their21

individual signals from the underlying relevant biological process. An example of22

this can be seen in genomic studies collecting DNA methylation and gene expres-23

sion data. It is known that methylation regulates gene expression and that this24

can cause a non-negligible joint structure across the different data sources. On the25

other hand, methylation and gene expression correlate to the clinical outcome also26

through signals that are specific to each omics data source and biologically relevant27

independently from each other. Therefore, dimension reduction methods that take28

both joint and individual patterns into account are necessary.29

Two of the most common approaches to dimension reduction are Principal Com-30

ponent Analysis (PCA) and matrix factorization, and these have recently been31

expanded to the case of multi source data. For example, consensus PCA [4] consists32

of PCA on the normalized concatenated data, and distributed PCA [5] performs33

local PCA on the individual data sources and then uses these principal components34

to estimate a global covariance structure. Other dimension reduction methods have35

been extended to the case of multi source data, as for example canonical correlation36
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analysis (CCA) [6] or partial least squares (PLS) analysis, which has been further37

generalized to O2PLS [7]. A similar method that allows for the presence of multiple38

data sources is the multiple CCA [8], but it mainly focuses on the common varia-39

tion among the components, and seems to neglect the individual contributions of40

the data sources.41

Although the extensions of PCA mentioned above account for multiple data42

sources, they focus either on their joint or individual contributions but do not43

identify both of them simultaneously. Integrated PCA (iPCA) is a model based44

generalization of PCA that decomposes variance into shared and source specific45

variation [9]. It is based on the assumption of a matrix variate normal distribu-46

tion of the data, whose covariance structure is given as the Kronecker product of47

a shared and an individual, data block specific, covariance matrix. Integrated PCA48

estimates these two matrices via an iterative algorithm, and consequently extracts49

principal components for both.50

Solutions based on matrix factorization also preserve both joint and individual51

structures in the data. In this framework, each data block is decomposed into three52

matrices modeling different types of variation, specifically joint variation across the53

blocks, individual variation for each data block, and residual noise. JIVE stands54

for Joint and Individual Variance Explained, it was formulated by [10] and, also55

thanks to its implementation available in R [11], has been used in various medical56

applications, including clustering of cancer genomics data [12], multisource omics57

data [13, 14] and imaging and behavioral data [15]. Although JIVE solves the issue58

of maintaining joint and individual structures, it uses an iterative algorithm and is59

computationally very intensive. In [16], Angle Based JIVE (aJIVE) was formulated60

to improve this aspect. It computes the matrix decomposition by using perturba-61

tions of the row spaces to identify the joint and individual variation, and results62

in a much faster implementation than the original JIVE. Other similar approaches63

to identify both kinds of variation have been proposed, as for example DISCO [17]64

and OnPLS [18]. An illustration of these methods and a comparison with JIVE was65

provided in [19].66

In this work, we demonstrate how an integrative analysis of the data is more67

appropriate than a uniquely source-specific analysis, which would not reveal rela-68

tions between the sources of biological information. Integrative analyses are also69
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preferable to uniquely joint analysis, which can be redundant and use the available70

information to repeatedly measure the same shared components. We show how both71

joint and individual components contribute to a better quality of model predictions.72

The combination of joint and individual components can also facilitate the biolog-73

ical interpretation of the underlying process, although this might still fail as the74

dimension reduction itself bears the risk of obscuring some relevant information.75

We use both a matrix factorization and a PCA based method to identify indi-76

vidual and joint components in a real data set on lung cancer. We chose to use77

aJIVE among the matrix factorization methods, because it inherits a good sub-78

space recovery in comparison to other methods [19], as well as the robustness to79

model misspecification from JIVE, but it also solves the issue of correlated indi-80

vidual subspaces [16], and provides a much faster implementation. Furthermore,81

[20] show that aJIVE performs best in terms of consistency and lack of overfitting82

when compared to other integrative methods. We validate the aJIVE results with a83

PCA based method, which has the advantage of being independent from the initial84

ranks selection. We use iPCA because it is the only method in this framework that85

can identify both individual and joint patterns, and because it has been shown to86

perform well in prediction models [9].87

The data we use stem from a lung cancer case control study nested within the Nor-88

wegian Woman and Cancer (NOWAC) cohort study [21]. The associations among89

three levels of omics data analyzed in blood samples, specifically DNA methyla-90

tion, mRNA and miRNA expression, are investigated and their joint and individual91

contributions are used to predict future cancer cases, and for the characterization92

of future cancers as metastatic or non-metastatic at diagnosis. We show that both93

kinds of components contain information that reveal properties about biological94

processes and that using joint components improves model predictions. Specifically,95

we show that joint components increase the AUC of prediction models, when com-96

pared to models with solely individual components, to models uniquely based on97

clinical, patient-level covariates, and most importantly to non-integrative models,98

i. e. based on independent analyses of data from each source.99
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2 Methods100

2.1 Data integration setup101

Throughout the manuscript, we will denote each data block with Xk, where k =102

1, ...,K andK is the number of data sources used in the study. Each block is a matrix103

with n columns, where n is the number of study subjects. The kth matrix Xk has104

pk rows, corresponding to the variables in data source k. The overall dimensionality105

is denoted as p = p1+ ...+pK . The low-rank decomposition we want to obtain from106

the different methods is:107

X1 = J1 + I1 + ǫ1

...

XK = JK + IK + ǫK (1)

where Ik is the individual component for data block k, ǫk is its residual component

and

J =



















J1

...

...

JK



















(2)

is the joint structure matrix, where each Jk is the submatrix of the joint structure108

J associated with Xk. The methods we use in our application obtain such decom-109

position with very different algorithms, but both focus on the distinction between110

the J and Ik components, and on the calculation of their loadings and scores.111

2.2 Angle Based JIVE112

Angle based Joint and Individual Variation Explained (aJIVE) is a variant of the113

JIVE method, based on perturbation of row subspaces. JIVE aims to minimize114

the squared residual components ǫ1, ..., ǫK , using an iterative algorithm that al-115

ternatively estimates the joint and individual components by singular value de-116

composition (SVD). AJIVE builds on this method but constructs the algorithm117

in a more efficient and computationally feasible way. Besides resulting in a faster118

implementation of the algorithm, aJIVE provides a more intuitive interpretation119
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of the decomposition, especially in the case of high correlations among individual120

components [16]. The aJIVE algorithm is structured in three phases: First the low-121

rank approximation of each data block Xk is obtained by SVD. Secondly, the joint122

structure between the obtained low-rank approximations is extracted computing123

the SVD of the stacked row basis matrices, by using basic principles of Principal124

Angle Analysis. Finally, the joint components Jk are obtained by projection of each125

data block onto the joint basis, while the individual components Ik are calculated126

by orthonormal basis subtraction.127

The first step is based on the choice of the initial ranks, which are used as a128

threshold value in the first SVD decomposition of the data blocks. This choice is129

rather subjective and involves taking into account some bias variance trade-off in the130

joint signals representation. Although [16] provide guidelines on how to determine131

the initial ranks, the recommended choice is based on the observation of scree plots,132

which remains highly subjective. As an alternative, [22] present a choice of initial133

ranks based on the profile likelihood of the single data blocks.134

From the aJIVE decomposition, it is possible to obtain the full matrix represen-135

tation of the original features, as well as the block specific decompositions of each136

data source and the common normalized scores. The algorithm requires much lower137

computation time than the original JIVE, and its implementation is available in138

Matlab [23] and R [24].139

2.3 Integrated PCA140

Integrated Principal Component Analysis (iPCA) is a generalization of principal141

component analysis to multiple data sources. The core idea of iPCA is the assump-142

tion that each data source Xk follows a matrix variate normal distribution:143

Xk ∼ N(n,p) (M,Σ,∆k ), (3)

where M is the mean matrix, ∆k is the column covariance specific to Xk and Σ144

is the row covariance shared by all data matrices Xk. The assumption of normality145

is very common for methylation data, and for gene expression after applying a log146

transformation. Moreover, [9] show that the iPCA method is robust to deviations147

from normality.148
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Integrated PCA performes PCA on the covariance matrices Σ and ∆k and de-

notes with Û the eigenvectors of Σ, which represent the joint components J . The

eigenvectors of ∆k are denoted as V̂k and represent the individual components

Ik specific to data set k. To obtain these quantities, iPCA uses the “Flip-Flop

algorithm” to calculate maximum likelihood estimators (MLEs) of the covariance

matrices. Because of the complexity of the model and of the non-existence of MLEs

for a large number of cases, iPCA uses a penalized maximum likelihood, with a

penalty term defined as:

Pq(Σ
−1,∆−1

1 , ...,∆−1
k ) = λΣ‖Σ−1‖q +

K
∑

k=1

λk‖∆
−1
k ‖q

with norm q. Different possibilities for q are illustrated in [9]: L1 or multiplicative149

Frobenius or additive Frobenius, and suggest using the multiplicative Frobenius150

to ensure convergence. The choice of the tuning parameters λΣ and λ1, ..., λk151

is based on a missing data imputation framework. This step of the algorithm is152

computationally very intensive and requires the input of initial values, which need153

to be chosen carefully by the user.154

Integrated PCA has been implemented in R and its code is available at [25]. Note155

that iPCA, unlike aJIVE, does not require the specification of the initial ranks, al-156

though it requires initial values for the tuning parameters. While aJIVE is built on157

an optimization procedure, focused on minimizing the approximation error, iPCA is158

a model-based approach for the estimation of the underlying subspace. This ensures159

the convergence to a global solution for iPCA, and a better recovery of the subspace,160

but on the other hand it results in less robustness to model misspecification, which161

does not affect aJIVE, and less robustness to errors. Both aJIVE and iPCA do not162

rely on any independence assumptions, and correlations among individual compo-163

nents do not represent an issue in any of the two methods. An important difference164

between the two methods, as we highlighted above, is the computation time of the165

two algorithms, which is significantly lower in aJIVE. The interpretability of the166

results is comparable in aJIVE and iPCA.167

168
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2.4 Application to the NOWAC data169

The dataset170

The dataset used in the following analyses stems from blood samples in a lung171

cancer case control study nested within the Norwegian Women and Cancer Study172

(NOWAC) [21]. All participating subjects are women who did not have a cancer di-173

agnosis at recruitment (1991–2006) or at time of blood sampling (2003–2006). The174

time from blood sampling to cancer diagnosis ranges from 0.3 to 7.9 years, with a175

median time equal to 4.2 years. For each case, one control was matched on time176

since blood sampling and birth year. All participants gave written informed consent177

and the study was approved by the Regional Committee for Medical and Health178

Research Ethics and the Norwegian Data Inspectorate. Three levels of omics data179

are available for n = 230 individuals, with numbers of variables respectively equal180

to p1 = 485512 CpG methylation, p2 = 11610 mRNA expression and p3 = 199181

miRNA expression. Information about individual covariates, including age, body182

mass index (BMI), dietary and smoking habits was also collected for all partici-183

pants. Outcomes of interest are the classification of case versus control, as well as184

the characterization of cancers as metastatic or non-metastatic at diagnosis.185

Both methylation and gene expression have been shown to associate with the oc-186

currence and characteristics of lung cancer [26–29] but it is also known that the187

different data sources might contribute together and jointly relate to these bio-188

logical outcomes [30, 31]. We apply aJIVE and iPCA to estimate such joint and189

individual contributions, and use these components in prediction models for the190

occurrence of lung cancer and classification of tumor types.191

Filtering and preprocessing192

Laboratory processing and microarray analyses for mRNA expression and DNA193

methylation are described in [31]. For miRNA, laboratory processing included194

miRNA isolation and purification from 100 µl plasma using the Qiagen miRNeasy195

Serum/Plasma Kit. Small RNA sequencing libraries were prepared using the196

NEXTflex small RNA-seq kit v3 (Bioo Scientific, Austin, TX, USA) and sequencing197

of fragments was performed using a Illumina HiSeq4000 flowcell, according to the198

manufacturer’s instructions (Illumina, Inc., San Diego, CA, USA), at 50 bp SE,199

resulting in approximately 7− 9M reads per sample.200
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The filtering of miRNA expressions was based on the counts per million, that is201

the total read counts of a miRNA divided by the total read counts of the sample and202

multiplied by 106, and signals having less than one count per million were excluded.203

Additionally, signals with null reads on more than 5 patients were excluded.204

Because of the high computational requirements, we reduced the number of205

mRNA expressions to p2 = 5000, by selecting the variables with higher variance. We206

then reduced the number of CpGs methylation sites by selecting the CpGs located207

on the same genes as the filtered mRNAs. Among these, we excluded CpGs with208

more than 40% missing data, as well as CpGs with extreme M-values (|M | > 3,209

see [32, 33]). This resulted in p1 = 18545. All p3 = 199 available miRNAs were210

analysed. We used log2 transformed expressions for both mRNA and miRNA, and211

M-values for methylation [34]. We accounted for missing values in the data by using212

SVDmiss, as suggested in [10], and centered the data for easier interpretation and213

comparison of the two methods.214

aJIVE and iPCA215

We performed aJIVE on the three levels of omics data. The initial ranks were216

selected by maximizing the profile likelihood [22], and set respectively to 43, 11217

and 9. Different choices of initial ranks were also explored. Additionally, we ran218

aJIVE on pairs of omics sources, with the same ranks as above for each two way219

association.220

We performed iPCA on a smaller subset of variables, due to the high compu-221

tational requirements. We selected variables with the same procedure as reported222

above, but starting with p2 = 500 mRNAs, and resulting in p1 = 1588 CpGs. The223

p3 = 199 miRNAs were all included. We also repeated aJIVE on this smaller subset.224

We set the initial penalty terms to 1, 0.01 and 0.001, as suggested in [9], and used225

the multiplicative Frobenius norm.226

Using joint components for prediction227

Joint and individual components were used in prediction models. The outcome of228

interests were the occurrence of lung cancer (yes/no) and metastasis (yes/no).229

We fitted logistic models on each outcome using joint and individual components230

as explanatory variables, in addition to age, BMI and smoking. These models were231

compared in terms of AUC with the respective models with only age, BMI and232
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smoking as covariates. To assess the performance of the models, we measured the233

average AUC in a 10 fold cross validation. To identify the amount of information234

added by the joint components, we compared these models to models fitted on the235

individual components from aJIVE and the clinical covariates as predictors. Finally,236

we compared these results with a non-integrative analysis, obtained by performing237

PCA separately on each single data source. We fitted a model on the first principal238

components (PCs) of each data source, and on the same clinical covariates. We chose239

to include five PCs for each data source, to have a comparison with the number of240

joint and individual components, and based on the variance explained by the first241

PCs and on the analysis of screeplots. Models were repeated with a higher number242

of PCs and results did not change substantially.243

In addition, we used a random forest of 500 trees to predict case vs control on244

the basis of joint and individual components, and patient covariates as above (age,245

BMI, smoking). We extracted the AUCs and the out of the bag (OOB) classification246

errors from the random forest, and we ranked all the variables in importance on the247

basis of their mean decrease in gini index [35].248

3 Results249

We will focus on aJIVE as this is where we have the lowest computational re-250

quirements and can include a higher number of variables from each data source. A251

comparison with iPCA will be given in Section 3.3.252

3.1 aJIVE253

Using initial ranks obtained with the profile likelihood method resulted in a joint254

rank equal to 5, and individual ranks respectively equal to 38, 7 and 7. The de-255

composition is illustrated in the heatmap in Figure 1 and shows that the joint256

component dominates the individual and residual components for all three data257

sources. Figure 2 reports the proportions of variance explained that are due to the258

joint, individual and residual components and also shows that the joint components259

explain most of the total variance in the data.260

Repeating the algorithm with lower initial ranks resulted in lower joint rank esti-261

mates, while higher ranks gave estimates of joint ranks that were stable and equal262

to 5, suggesting that overestimating the initial ranks should not affect the results,263

while an underestimation of the ranks can fail to detect some joint components264
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in the data. The pairwise analysis starting with the same initial ranks resulted265

in different joint ranks, suggesting that most joint components are shared between266

methylation and mRNA. The aJIVE joint and individual ranks for pairwise analyses267

are reported in Table 1.268

3.2 Prediction models269

Figure 3 reports the ROC curves relative to the logistic models fitted on the full270

dataset. The model with only patient covariates (age, BMI and smoking) as ex-271

planatory variables is compared in terms of AUC to three ”integrative” models,272

reported in Table 2: the model with aJIVE joint components and patient covari-273

ates as explanatory variables, the model with aJIVE individual components and274

patient covariates, and finally the ”full” model with patient covariates, aJIVE joint275

components and the first five aJIVE individual components for each data source276

as explanatory variables. These are further compared to ”non-integrative” models,277

using the first five individual PCs obtained for each dataset separately.278

These results were validated by 10 fold cross validation for each outcome. In the279

ROC studies from cross validation, the model with all components seems to improve280

the prediction for both case-control and metastasis status. The mean AUCs for the281

”full” models are 0.76 and 0.74, for case-control and metastasis status respectively.282

The mean AUCs for the models using only joint components and clinical covariates283

are 0.76 and 0.71, while the mean AUCs for the models using only clinical covariates284

are 0.69 and 0.69. We see that including the individual components does not always285

result in better models, which seems to confirm that the major role is played by the286

joint components identified by aJIVE rather than the source specific components.287

When including only individual components from aJIVE, in addition to clinical288

covariates, the mean AUC is 0.66 for the prediction of case vs control and 0.68 for289

the prediction of metastasis. The mean AUC of the non-integrative model, based290

on the single data PCAs and the clinical covariates, is respectively 0.68 and 0.65,291

lower than the AUCs obtained in the models using the aJIVE components.292

Table 2 reports accuracy and OOB classification error for the random forests,293

as well as the mean AUCs. For case-control status, both models with all compo-294

nents and with only joint components improve the predictions. The non-integrative295

models perform similarly to the model including only covariates, and have very low296
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accuracy. This difference from the logistic models with cross validation can be due297

to the instability of the random forest, and to the limited sample size. We do not298

report the random forests results for metastasis because they are highly unstable299

and the accuracy is very low, most likely due to the even more limited sample size,300

that is only 125 (only cases) for the metastasis.301

Figure 4 shows the first ten variables ranked by variable importance in the full302

model for case-control status. Three of the five joint components appear among303

the first five variables when ranked for variable importance in the random forest304

prediction.305

3.3 iPCA306

Joint components obtained from iPCA were used in prediction models of case-307

control and metastasis status. Joint components were also obtained by aJIVE on308

the same subset of data and prediction models were compared. The initial ranks309

were selected for aJIVE via profile likelihood and set respectively to 23, 18 and 9.310

AJIVE selected a joint rank equal to 6 and individual ranks equal to 18, 13 and 6.311

We fitted prediction models on case-control and metastasis status using the joint312

scores from iPCA and aJIVE as predictors, together with the patient covariates.313

Figure 5 shows ROC curves for both methods for each outcome. In both cases, using314

joint scores from either aJIVE or iPCA improved the prediction of the outcome to315

an equivalent extent. In the prediction of case-control status, aJIVE resulted in316

slightly higher AUCs than those based on iPCA, both when using five and 10 joint317

components from iPCA. When predicting metastasis, aJIVE performed better than318

iPCA with five joint components, but not with 10 joint components. However, the319

results were very similar. Results were validated via 10-fold cross validation and the320

AUC are comparable between iPCA and aJIVE based models. The mean AUC for321

the models including five iPCA components and patient covariates is 0.72 for case-322

control status and 0.70 for metastasis status, while including 10 iPCA components323

gives mean AUC equal to 0.71 and 0.73 respectively. The mean AUC of the model324

including aJIVE components and patient covariates is 0.76 for case-control status325

and 0.73 for metastasis status.326
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4 Discussion327

We use two data integration methods to identify both joint and individual com-328

ponents in a lung cancer study, where multiple omics data sources are available.329

While the individual contribution of each data source is known to be relevant and330

has been widely studied in this context, different data sources are also expected to331

jointly associate with the clinical outcomes. We show how including both joint and332

individual components in prediction models improves the quality of prediction for333

the occurrence of lung cancer, as well as its classification into metastatic or non-334

metastatic cancer. Models that include both components lead to better predictions335

when compared to non-integrative models, or to models based on clinical covariates.336

Prediction models are validated in a 10 fold cross validation framework, and such337

results are further confirmed by random forests. From the cross validation study,338

we see that for case-control status, the joint components provide better prediction339

than non-integrative analysis. For metastasis, the improvement is evident only for340

the ”full” integrative model with both joint and individual components. Still, the341

AUCs are comparable and small differences can be due to the limited sample size,342

since we are restricted to cases only (n = 125), and to the unbalance between groups343

in the analysis of metastasis. This limitation is more obvious in the random forests,344

where the small sample size leads to low accuracy and high instability. Therefore,345

we only show random forests for the classification of cases vs controls, although the346

same procedure can be repeated for the prediction of metastasis.347

A possible explanation of generally low AUCs is that prediction models might also348

be affected by the time between blood sampling and cancer diagnosis, and we expect349

the quality of predictions to be higher in subjects with a shorter time to diagnosis.350

We stratified cases into two subgroups based on time to diagnosis (higher vs lower351

than the median time) and obtained higher in-sample AUCs for the classification352

of case vs control in subjects with a closer time to diagnosis for most models. For353

the classification of metastasis, the sample size in the two time to diagnosis classes354

is not enough to draw conclusions.355

It is interesting to observe that three genomic components identified from aJIVE356

rank above smoking in importance for case-control classification (Figure 4). Smok-357

ing is known to be the one, major risk factor for lung cancer. We speculate that358

one reason might be a weak mediation of the smoking effect through the genomic359
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components [36]. While this work provides a preliminary evidence of the impor-360

tance of an integrative analysis of the omics sources, a more thorough investigation361

of the joint and individual components could help identify relevant biological pat-362

terns for future research. An example can be given by the underlying biological363

processes involving smoking and lung cancer: the omics signals that are dominat-364

ing the components could be important risk factors for lung cancer, in addition to365

information on active or past smoking, and their interaction could shed light on366

the relevant underlying biological processes. Although a functional interpretation367

of such processes and of their link to the clinical outcomes is not straightforward,368

an investigation of the aJIVE components could provide further information that369

would not be identified by a non integrative analysis of the separate omics sources.370

The chosen approach for variable filtering is based on variance for mRNA, and on371

genomic location for methylation. Specifically, the top 5000 most variable mRNAs372

are selected and CpGs are then selected based on their location on genes, by includ-373

ing CpGs located on the same genes as filtered mRNAs. The joint contributions are374

therefore expected to be most relevant, given the natural association between sig-375

nals on the same gene location, and this aspect needs to be carefully considered in376

the interpretation of the results. Also the filtering of the miRNAs needs to be taken377

into account, where less restrictive criteria might result in the estimation of differ-378

ent joint and individual components. Other choices could be made in this phase, for379

example applying the variance criterion independently on each data source, which380

could yield different joint and individual components. Alternative criteria are the381

interquantile range (IQR), or the association with the clinical outcome of interest,382

estimated by an appropriate regression model. Another choice we made in the pre-383

processing and filtering of the data is the use of M-values for methylation. This384

choice is motivated by [34], but β values could also be employed for the purpose of385

this work.386

To identify joint and individual components, we use one matrix factorization based387

method, aJIVE, and one PCA based method, iPCA. Although iPCA requires higher388

computation time when compared to aJIVE, it solves one of the main issues in389

aJIVE, which is the selection of initial ranks. The most common method for the390

choice of initial ranks in aJIVE is the visualization of screeplots, which is subjective391

and highly sensitive to noise in the data. The profile likelihood idea suggested by392
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[22] partly addresses the problem, but it still lacks some objectivity and automa-393

tion. Nevertheless, the correct choice of ranks is fundamental for aJIVE, and ranks394

misspecification can lead to incorrect results [16]. For this reasons, iPCA should395

be preferred. On the other hand, the implementation and computation of aJIVE396

is much more efficient and fast, and allows for inclusion of more variables in the397

analysis. Our results also show that aJIVE gives slightly better predictions than398

iPCA. Therefore, a sensible strategy could be to use aJIVE when the choice of ini-399

tial ranks is non-controversial and quite straightforward from the data, and to opt400

for iPCA when such choice is uncertain. In any case, it is always recommended to401

fit the models with more than one method and compare and validate results.402

The high dimensionality of the data also motivates the use of sparse methods,403

which reduce the number of variables included in the model and provide an easier404

interpretation of the results. A sparse version of the aJIVE method could be used405

for this purpose, by introducing a penalty term in the decomposition to induce406

variable sparsity. This has not been specifically implemented for aJIVE, but [10]407

discuss and provide an implementation of a sparse version of the JIVE method. It408

has been shown in [9] that sparsity can be achieved in the iPCA method by using409

an additive L1 norm in the estimation of the covariance matrices.410

One aspect that is not accounted for by either methods is the presence of partially411

shared components. When joint components are only shared by, for example, two412

out of the three data sources, they will not be identified by aJIVE or iPCA. This413

is a limitation of most data integration methods, and we expect partially shared414

components to result in even better prediction models. A way to investigate par-415

tially shared patterns is provided in the SLIDE method by [37], and is a potential416

starting point for further work in this direction.417

418

5 Conclusion419

Our study shows how integrative models that include both joint and individual420

contribution of multiple datasets lead to more accurate model predictions, and421

facilitate the interpretation of the underlying biological processes. We use iPCA and422

aJIVE to identify joint and individual contributions of DNA methylation, miRNA423

and mRNA expression in a lung cancer case control study. We include both joint424

15



and individual components in prediction models for the occurrence of lung cancer,425

and for its classification into metastatic or non-metastatic cancer. Our results show426

that models that include joint and individual components lead to better predictions427

when compared to non-integrative models, or to models based on clinical covariates428

only.429
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Figures552

Figure 1: aJIVE decomposition of the three omics sources

The joint component dominates the individual and residual components for all

three datasets.

Figure 2: Joint and individual proportions of variance explained

The joint component is prevalent on the individual and residual components for

all three datasets.
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Figure 3: ROC curves from 10 fold cross validation

a) reports the ROC curves and their AUCs for the prediction models on case vs

control, b) reports the ROC curves and their AUCs for the prediction models on

metastasis status

Figure 4: Variable importance plot from random forest on case vs con-

trol

First ten variables ranked by variable importance (in terms of mean Gini index)

in the full model for case vs control

Figure 5: Prediction models ROC from iPCA and aJIVE a) reports the

ROC curves and their AUCs for the prediction models on case vs control, b)

reports the ROC curves and their AUCs for the prediction models on metastasis

status



Tables553

Comparison Joint Rank Ind Rank Methylation Ind Rank mRNA Ind Rank miRNA

methyl-mRNA 5 38 6 -

methyl-miRNA 2 41 - 7

mRNA-miRNA 3 - 8 6

Table 1: Joint and individual ranks obtained by pairwise aJIVE.

Model Accuracy OOB Classification Error mean AUC

Joint and Individual (with covs) 0.81 26.53% 0.77

Joint (with covs) 0.68 33.67% 0.74

Patient covariates 0.65 38.27% 0.61

Individual (with covs) 0.77 30.61% 0.71

Non-integrative analysis (with covs) 0.50 38.05% 0.65

Table 2: Random forest diagnostics
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Figures

Figure 1

aJIVE decomposition of the three omics sources The joint component dominates the individual and
residual components for all three datasets.



Figure 2

Joint and individual proportions of variance explained The joint component is prevalent on the individual
and residual components for all three datasets.



Figure 3

ROC curves from 10 fold cross validation a) reports the ROC curves and their AUCs for the prediction
models on case vs control, b) reports the ROC curves and their AUCs for the prediction models on
metastasis status



Figure 4

Variable importance plot from random forest on case vs control First ten variables ranked by variable
importance (in terms of mean Gini index) in the full model for case vs control

Figure 5



Prediction models ROC from iPCA and aJIVE a) reports the ROC curves and their AUCs for the prediction
models on case vs control, b) reports the ROC curves and their AUCs for the prediction models on
metastasis status
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